SPAX
Camping screw

PRODUCT BENEFITS:
SIMPLE INSERTION
		 Can be screwed in using a cordless screwdriver or
		 handle (for bits), no hammering necessary.

IMPROVED HOLD
		 Thanks to the thread, the camping screws achieve a
		 sturdier hold than conventional tent pegs. Also suitable for
		 use on harder and stony surfaces. Tempering also makes
		 the screw ideal for use on awkward surfaces.

INCL. CORRESPONDING BITS
		 In order to be able to use the set straight away,
		 one T-STAR plus T30 and one T40 bit are included.

EASY TO TIGHTEN
		 Loose screws are easy to re-tighten. It is not normally
		 necessary to re-insert the screw.

FAST ASSEMBLY
		 Easy insertion without much effort (both with a cordless
		 screwdriver and handle).

T-STAR plus SYSTEM
		 T-STAR plus BIT in combination
		 with T-STAR plus drive for better
		 force transmission and insertion.

COORDINATED RANGE
		 Designed for big and small eyelets.
		 Plastic discs protect tarp guylines
		 (no friction when inserting screw).

THE SPAX CAMPING SCREW
FOR OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS

When it comes to heavy-duty wood connections, the SPAX
wood construction screw with washer head is in a league of
its own. Now, we offer you the same quality for camping. Our
camping screws offer huge advantages over conventional pegs
for tensioning guylines.
Firstly, inserting and removing a screw with a cordless screwdriver is much faster than hammering in a tent peg – and requires
no brute strength at all.
This is especially true for ground with dense plant roots, in which
tent pegs often buckle due to lack of sufficient hold.
What's more, our screw means you can now wave goodbye to
tent pegs as a notoriously painful tripping hazard.
Its ultra-flat washer head enables it to be inserted almost flush
with the ground, making bloody toes a thing of the past.
Thanks to its wide diameter, this washer head offers enough
hold to keep guylines durably ten-sioned. In order to ensure
that the tent screw can fulfil its duty, it must be inserted into the
ground at an angle (with the head pointing away from the tent).

With the complete screw set, you're ready
for anything
The SPAX camping screws are available in a choice of two sizes
in our set: the 6 x 160 mm version is best for ground with dense
roots or loamy soil. If you require deeper anchoring,
the 8 x 220 mm screw is the answer.
Both versions are protected against corrosion with our WIROX
coating – this special surface permanently prevents rust, is
chromium(VI)-free and considerably more environmentally
friendly than conventional galvanised screws, for example.
Despite WIROX, we recommend thoroughly cleaning our
camping screws after removing them from the ground.
In addition to the camping screws in two lengths, our sets
also include plastic washers for an even sturdier hold and two
bits (T30 and T40) for the T-STAR plus drive.

USE:
Slide on washers
Screw into the ground at an angle with the head
		 facing away from the tent

Screw in until flush with the ground
Suitable for all tent guylines and
		 ground anchors

Clean thoroughly after use
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You‘ll also find us at:
facebook.com/spax

Subscribe to newsletter:
spax.com/newsletter

instagram.com/spax_international
youtube.com/user/SPAXinternational
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SPAX CAMPING SCREW
COMPLETE SET

